FALL CONCERTS

Youth Symphony
Tuesday, November 7, 2017, 7:30pm
Popejoy Hall

Youth Orchestra
Thursday, November 9, 2017, 7:30pm
La Cueva High School

AYSP Chamber Recital
Sunday, November 12, 2017, 4:00pm
Marie Roberson Hall, AYSP

Youth Concert Orchestra
Thursday, November 16, 2017, 7:30pm
Volcano Vista High School

Junior Symphony
Sunday, December 3, 2017, 2:00pm
Volcano Vista High School

Preparatory Strings/Junior String Orchestra
Sunday, December 3, 2017, 4:00pm
Volcano Vista High School

Junior Orchestra
Sunday, December 3, 2017, 6:00pm
Volcano Vista High School

Community Outreach Concert
Monday, December 4, 2017, 6:00pm
Mesa Verde Community Centre
SCHOLARSHIP AUDITIONS

FEBRUARY 2, 2018
Oñate High School
Las Cruces, NM

FEBRUARY 2, 2018
El Paso, TX

FEBRUARY 19 & 24, 2018
Albuquerque, NM

TO SCHEDULE AN AUDITION
Michelle Morrison  mmorrison@unm.edu  505.277.8998

UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS
Dr. Michael Hix  mhix@unm.edu

GRADUATE STUDY
Dr. Kevin Vigneau  kvign@unm.edu

FOR MORE INFORMATION GO TO
AFFORDABLE.UNM.EDU

ADDITIONAL SCHOLARSHIPS ARE AVAILABLE IN JAZZ STUDIES, MUSIC EDUCATION, AND STRING PEDAGOGY.
**YOUTH SYMPHONY**  November 7, 2017 – 7:30pm  
Sayra Siverson, Conductor

Festive Overture, Op. 96  
Dmitri Shostakovich

Rumanian Rhapsody No. 1, Op. 11  
Georges Enescu

Introduction and  
Rondo Capriccioso for Violin, Op. 28  
Maya Taylor, violin  
Camille Saint-Saëns

**Intermission**

Three Orchestral Pieces  
from “Sigurd Jorsalfar”, Op. 56  
Edvard Grieg

I.  Prelude: In the King’s Hall

II. Intermezzo: Borghild’s Dream

III. Homage March

The Planets, Op. 32  
Gustav Holst

I. Venus, the Bringer of Peace

II. Jupiter, the Bringer of Jollity

**YOUTH ORCHESTRA**  November 9, 2017 – 7:30pm  
Kathleen Hill, Conductor

Fanfare for the Common Man  
Aaron Copland  
arr. Robert Longfield

Overture to Nabucco  
Giuseppe Verdi  
arr. Sandra Dackow

Night in Mexico  
Paul Creston

October  
for Strings and Percussion  
Eric Whitacre

Promenade  
from “Pictures at an Exhibition”  
Modeste Mussorgsky  
arr. Anthony Carter

Great Gate of Kiev  
from “Pictures at an Exhibition”  
Modeste Mussorgsky  
arr. Bruno Reibold

**YOUTH CONCERT ORCHESTRA**  November 16, 2017 – 7:30pm  
Sam Nesbitt, Conductor

English Country Dance  
arr. Daniel Walter

Stonehenge  
Donald E. Matthews

Finlandia  
Jean Sibelius  
arr. Bruno Reibold

Pirates of the Caribbean:  
The Curse of the Black Pearl  
Klaus Badelt  
arr. Ted Ricketts

**JUNIOR SYMPHONY**  December 3, 2017 – 2:00 pm  
Jonathan Armerding & Hovey Corbin, Conductors

Poet and Peasant Overture  
Franz Von Suppé  
arr. Merle J. Isaac

Third Movement  
from “Antar Symphony”  
Nicolas Rimsky-Korsakoff  
arr. Vernon F. Leidig

Choreo Primo  
I. Sarabande  
II. Prelude  
III. Toccata  
Ralph Matesky

Danse Macabre  
Camille Saint-Saëns  
arr. Merle J. Isaac

Millennium  
Richard Meyer

Berceuse and Finale  
from “Firebird Suite”  
Igor Stravinsky  
arr. Merle J. Isaac

**PREPARATORY STRINGS**  December 3, 2017 – 4:00 pm  
Gloria Velasco, Conductor

Jazz in D  
arr. KJOS

Chopsticks  
Traditional  
arr. R. Frost

Mike’s Boat  
“Michael Rowed the Boat Ashore”  
arr. Andrew Balent

Shepherd’s Hey  
Traditional British Folk Song  
arr. Roszell

Desert Sands  
Soo Hee Newbold

Ode to Joy  
arr. Caponegro
JUNIOR STRING ORCHESTRA  December 3, 2017 – 4:00pm
Ali Brasher, Conductor

Introducing - Our String Orchestra

Barcarolle
from "The Tales of Hoffman"

Shepherd’s Hey
Traditional British Folk Song

Desert Sands

Ode to Joy

Philip Gordon
Jacques Offenbach
arr. Macbeth
arr. Roszell
Soo Hee Newbold
arr. Caponegro

JUNIOR ORCHESTRA  December 3, 2017 – 6:00 pm
Bill Austell & Marie Robertson, Conductors

Overture
from “The Barber of Seville”

Third Movement
from “Symphony No. 1”

Haydn’s Toy Symphony

The Sleigh Ride

Russian Fantasy

Farandole
from L’Arlesienne Suite No. 2

Gioachino Rossini
arr. Richard Meyer
Gustav Mahler
arr. Richard Meyer
Joseph Haydn/Leopold Mozart
arr. Philip Gordon
Wolfgang A. Mozart
arr. Philip Gordon
Robert Bennett Brown
Georges Bizet
arr. Richard Meyer

Learn French at the AllianceFrançaise!

- Conversational French Classes
- French for Travelers
- French for Children
- Monthly Events

www.afabq.com
2917 Carlisle NE Ste 110 & 207
872-9288

Promoting French language and culture in Albuquerque for over 50 years!
MAYA TAYLOR, Violin Soloist

Maya Taylor is a senior at Albuquerque Academy and has been studying violin for the last twelve years. Aside from participating in her school orchestra under Mr. Johnathan Armerding and serving as editor of the Academy’s school newspaper, Maya also swims for Duke City Aquatics and volunteers her time on Sundays at Chatter, an innovative nonprofit organization that presents dozens of concerts each year in unconventional venues and features new and traditional classical music. Maya’s primary academic interests include in math, social studies, and languages, and while she intends to continue playing violin after she graduates from high school, she is not planning on majoring in music in college.

Maya is grateful for her current private teacher, Ruxandra Marquardt. “Over the last couple years, Mrs. Marquardt has made me into the musician that I am today by constantly pushing me as a teacher but also standing by me as a friend. She expects the best but understands the worst.” Maya is also appreciative of her previous private teacher, Laurie Lopez, who helped her set her musical foundation. “Without Mrs. Lopez, I would never be where I am now.”

Maya acknowledges the unwavering love and support of her parents, Mark and Monika, throughout her successful musical career to date. “I would like to thank my parents, for not only starting me on violin and forcing me to practice until I learned to love it, but for being my support through all of my musical endeavors. They’ve given me the freedom to decide for myself how much music means to me, and they have followed through every time I mentioned I wanted to pick up a new instrument or join a new musical group. My parents fostered my love of music by recognizing my potential and proceeding to let me discover it for myself, and for that I can never thank them enough.”

“AYSP has made an incredibly impact on my musical life. In 9th grade, I was the quiet kid at the back of the section, but the program renewed my love for music as well as my love for musicians, and I have changed for the better not only as a musician but as a person.”
2017-2018 FALL SEASON CONCERT SERIES: ENSEMBLES

VIOLIN
Sarah Wang
Chester Otero
Arden Burkett
Alyssa Yoon
Mariana Caldwell
Dante Morelli
Monserat Rodriguez-Rico
Rachel Walkup
Jahnesta Killen
Logan Barlow
Naomi Jenkins
Chaei Fremmler
Zita Montoya
Anna Olewine

VIOLIN I
Viola Brawley
Erica Caldwell
Samuel Chackerian
Carmela Duran
Megan Galdony
Donovan Griego
Joshua Guillen
Clay Harrington
Christina Klas
Nectaria Kurth
Eternitti Latimore
A’ja Lucero
Makayla Lujan
Cecelia Mastripolito
Jordyn Montano
Maia Montez
Jasmine Ofer
Sammy Ortega
Isabela Ortiz Rodriguez
Ellen Peterson
Maryanne Riggs
Michele Rubio
Emily Swinson
Moira Tanedo
Amanda Tucker
Mia Vigil

VIOLIN II
Kiana Lithyovong
Silvana Byram
Andrew Zhuang
Justin Clarke
Quinn Smith
Emma Thomas
Khushi Singh
Zachary Scranon
Taelyn Harjo
Brendan Clark-Slakey
Edie Bickel
Hanyu Hao
Jaime Mendoza
Lauren Garcia
Gabriel Santiago-Arturet
Emily Maethner

VIOLA
Katherine Erikson
David Elder
Cole Van de Sande
Micah Goei
Elexis Panas
Aurora Kleinschmidt
Dane Edwards
Santiago Cardinale
Faith Fox
Kayla Cherne

VIOLA
Katherine Erikson
David Elder
Cole Van de Sande
Micah Goei
Elexis Panas
Aurora Kleinschmidt
Dane Edwards
Santiago Cardinale
Faith Fox
Kayla Cherne

CELLO
Camilo Vasquez
Antonia George
Samuel Martinez
Alex Datuín
Daniel Cornelius
Xander Augustson
Caitlyn Hoover
Aiko Timmons
Mia Garcia
Olivia Siverson Salter
Tiger Gutierrez
Calder Haubrich
Tyler Datuin
Max Sy

CELLO
Camilo Vasquez
Antonia George
Samuel Martinez
Alex Datuín
Daniel Cornelius
Xander Augustson
Caitlyn Hoover
Aiko Timmons
Mia Garcia
Olivia Siverson Salter
Tiger Gutierrez
Calder Haubrich
Tyler Datuin
Max Sy

BASS CLARINET
Yasemin Emami

BASS CLARINET
Yasemin Emami

BASS
Reagan Miller
Symone Burbank
Zachary Nunez
Quinn Campbell

BASS
Reagan Miller
Symone Burbank
Zachary Nunez
Quinn Campbell

FLUTE
Hailey Hamilton-Baca
Bryce Jacobs
Vivien McCullough
Isabella Moretti

FLUTE
Hailey Hamilton-Baca
Bryce Jacobs
Vivien McCullough
Isabella Moretti

HORN
Matthew Babcock
Derek Garcia

HORN
Matthew Babcock
Derek Garcia

TRUMPET
Isaiah Garcia
Lucas Johnson
Daniel Ramirez
Calvin Stahoviak

TRUMPET
Isaiah Garcia
Lucas Johnson
Daniel Ramirez
Calvin Stahoviak

TROMBONE
Noah Bryson
Oskar Schmidt

TROMBONE
Noah Bryson
Oskar Schmidt

TUBA
Elijah Ramirez

TUBA
Elijah Ramirez

PERCUSSION
Brendan Jesteadt
Donny Lopez
Fermin Nieto Jr

PERCUSSION
Brendan Jesteadt
Donny Lopez
Fermin Nieto Jr

PARENT MANAGERS
Amy Allen
Meredith Smith
Rose Thomas

PARENT MANAGERS
Amy Allen
Meredith Smith
Rose Thomas

HARP
Osa Day

HARP
Osa Day

2017-2018 FALL SEASON CONCERT SERIES: ENSEMBLES

VIOLIN
Gwendolyn Brawley
Erica Caldwell
Samuel Chackerian
Carmela Duran
Megan Galdony
Donovan Griego
Joshua Guillen
Clay Harrington
Christina Klas
Nectaria Kurth
Eternitti Latimore
A’ja Lucero
Makayla Lujan
Cecelia Mastripolito
Jordyn Montano
Maia Montez
Jasmine Ofer
Sammy Ortega
Isabela Ortiz Rodriguez
Ellen Peterson
Maryanne Riggs
Michele Rubio
Emily Swinson
Moira Tanedo
Amanda Tucker
Mia Vigil

VIOLA
Kayla Cherne
Samantha Detrana
Aja Dillard
Cecelia Mastroipolo
Jordyn Montano
Maia Montez
Jasmine Ofer
Sammy Ortega
Isabela Ortiz Rodriguez
Ellen Peterson
Maryanne Riggs
Michele Rubio
Emily Swinson
Moira Tanedo
Amanda Tucker
Mia Vigil

CELLO
Marina Aguilar
Tyler Bickham
Jaedyn Castillo
Thomas Goslau
Claire Mattern
Lancelot McGuire
Olivia Nail-Beatty
Josh Rice
Bellasol Saiz
Krystal Villanueva

BASS
Cristo LaMariana
Alexander Martinez
Jerome Preut

BASS
Cristo LaMariana
Alexander Martinez
Jerome Preut

FLUTE
Selena Brandt
Gabrielle Dorsey
Dillon Hauke
Alexander Muller

BOBE
Matthew Andler

CLARINET
Yousuf Amer
Ariel Clemens
Victoria DeMersseman
William Fawcett
Jaymee Montoya

BASS CLARINET
Zachary Lucero

BASSOON
Aracely Flores-Ramirez
JoHanna Sanchez
Ronald Thurman

HORN
David Browman
Bryce Van Note

TRUMPET
John Kincaid
Vivian Montanez
Nina Zahnle

TROMBONE
Anya Sokoloff

TUBA
Elijah Ramirez

Horn
Derek Garcia

Perussion
Isabella Hornef

Parent Managers
Isabella Hornef

Marta

YCO

Real Image Productions
We film senior audition videos
We film the AYS concerts

New Mexico Youth Orchestra Program
Proudly supports
Albuquerque Youth Symphony Program

Kimi Jew
Portrait Art
www.kimjew.com
1716 Eubank NE, Albuquerque NM 87112 or 4604 Corales Rd., Corales NM 87048
505-792-3822

We film senior audition videos
We film the AYS concerts
We do much more. Contact us.
www.realimageproductions.com
realimagepro@comcast.net
(505) 363-8184
VIOLIN
Hannah Aranda
Grace Bolton
Ella Curb
Kathleen Jones
Sarah Lee
Audrey McCullough
Megan Merrill
Aldo Morelli
Felicia Romero
Will Vo
Danielle Webb
Irene (Mimi) Xue

VIOLIN II
Alex Caulin-Cardo
Evan Claar
Isabel Dickinson
Sara Krank
Ethan Lopez
Sunaina McKee
Cyrus Mingley
Nicholas Mohoric
Aidan Ochoa
Frances Ochs
Emily Wang

VIOLA
Raquel Estrada
Jameson Hawn
Emma Smith
Jeffrey Zhuang

CELLO
Thea Bielejec
Connor Black
Grace Kang
Elijah Lopez
Orlando mcElderry
Revolution Rivera-Felix
Dylan Smith
Willow Stracuzzi

BASS
Amani Bettler
Isaiah Graves

FLUTE
Emma McLaughlin
Jessica Webb

OBOE
Abigail Dodd
Gabriel Martinez

CLARINET
Emily Garcia-Chiki
Gina Kennedy
Kamren Miller

BASSOON
Thomas Pierson
Emilia Vignogna Browne

HORN
Madison Higham
Kenny Matthews
Nick Orr

TRUMPET
Dhyana Martinez
Aaron Morad-McCoy
Joshua Ronquillo

TROMBONE
Quentin Bosch

TUBA
Sebastian Farrell

PERCUSSION
Christopher Cliadakis
Nicole Emami
Ethan Harvey
Grace Steffen

HARP
Tashina Yellowwood Parker

VIOLIN
Dax Bellemare
Jane Bielejec
Alexia Cordova
Angelina Duselis
Ibrahim El-Osery
Corin Freymiller
Pippin Johnson
Sonnet Johnson
Alma Maria Lebkuechner
Maria Lucero
Claire Lyle
Jeremy Nunn
Clayton Tapia
Raven Thomas
Rella Yarrington

VIOLA
Hana Gray

CELLO
Grace Curb
Emma Gilbert
Amelia Freymiller
Sebastian Hatcher
Sorren Kingdon-Edwards
Soren Lines
Nathan Lupinetti
Liam Pereira
Aften Reuter
Max Rodriguez y McCallum
Allyssa Wagner
Charlotte Wilber

BASS
Sammy Obermueller
Sterling Salter

STUDENT ASSISTANT
Haneen Amer
Anna Olewine

PARENT MANAGER
Marisa Wagner

Be part of the music:

$20 supports maintenance and repair or our instruments
$60 underwrites a semester of Chamber Music instruction for one student
$200 subsidizes the cost of purchasing challenging music for a Youth Symphony concert
$500 provides an average financial aid package for one student in need
$1,000 provides an outreach concert for community members who don’t have access to symphonic music
$2,000 underwrites the cost of one performance in an excellent concert hall
$5,000 ensures one semester of section coaching for three ensembles

I would like to make a gift of:
○ $20  ○ $60  ○ $200  ○ $500  ○ $1,000  ○ $2,000  ○ $5,000
○ Other: _______________________

I would like to make a pledge of:
Amount: _______________________
○ Monthly  ○ Annually

You may also give online at www.aysmusic.org! (please see back)
2017-2018 FALL SEASON CONCERT SERIES: ENSEMBLES

Luminarias
A NEW MEXICO HOLIDAY TRADITION

Order 4 dozen or more We Deliver!
on Saturday, Dec. 9th

Want to pick up? Stop by AYSP
on Saturday, Dec. 16th

Order By November 17, 2017

Order Online: www.aysmusic.org

Thank you for supporting the Albuquerque Youth Symphony Program

Please tear off and return to AYSP: 4407 Menaul Blvd. NE Albuquerque, NM 87110

Name: _____________________________________________
Address: ____________________________________________
City/State/Zip: ________________________________________
Email: _______________________________________________
Phone: ______________________________________________

Employer: ____________________________________________
☐ My employer matches gifts

Please accept my contribution by:
☐ Cash ☐ Check (made payable to “AYSP”) ☐ Credit

Credit Card #: _________________________________________
☐ Visa ☐ MasterCard ☐ Discover

Name on Card: _________________________________________
Billing Zip Code: _________________________________
CVV#: _________________________________ Exp. Date: ________

2017-2018 season is sponsored in part by:

ALBUQUERQUE COMMUNITY FOUNDATION
leadership • trust • legacy

urban enhancement Trust Fund

Sandia National Laboratories

ALBUQUERQUE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

new mexico arts